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docx." (my direct supervisor) This is my first time using Visio 2007, so I want to make sure I have my bases covered. Thank you! A: Visio 2007 will have its default shapes already installed. Yes. Where are you seeing that information? (first) Q: How do I optimize the macro in C? #define _Debug(x) (x) #define DEBUG _Debug #ifdef DEBUG // // DEBUG #endif You can use a __LINE__, or
__FILE__ macro defined with #define #else #define _Debug(x) // // DEBUG Since #ifdef is a conditional statement, there's no way to "optimize" the macro. It depends how you want to optimize. The problem is that macros are expanded at compile time. This means that there's no way to make the code inside the macro look for the compiler being optimized or not, or use conditional compilation. It
would be possible to preprocess the code and eliminate some of the DEBUG blocks, but that requires preprocessor instructions, and is very hard to get right. If you're looking to cut down on code size or compile times, using DEBUG instead of a function call would be the best way to do it. // with an error. func (r *RetryableError) Backoff(b time.Duration) error { // If this error is retried, double the
backoff amount. This is the exponential backoff // algorithm used by waiters in the stdlib. // See if r.IsRetryable() { b *= 2 } return r.newErrorWithBackoff(b) } // IsRetryable returns whether this error is retryable; in other words, it is // the kind of error you get when you attempt the same operation twice. func (r *RetryableError) Is 82157476af
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